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Lattice models with exactly solvable topological hinge and corner states
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We devise a generic recipe for constructingD-dimensional lattice models whose d-dimensional boundary states,
located on surfaces, hinges, corners, and so forth, can be obtained exactly. The solvability is rooted in the underlying
lattice structure and as such does not depend on fine tuning, allowing us to track their evolution throughout
various phases and across phase transitions. Most saliently, our models provide “boundary solvable” examples
of the recently introduced higher-order topological phases. We apply our general approach to breathing and
anisotropic kagome and pyrochlore lattices for which we obtain exact corner eigenstates, and to periodically driven
two-dimensional models as well as to three-dimensional lattices where we present exact solutions corresponding
to one-dimensional chiral states at the hinges of the lattice. We relate the higher-order topological nature of these
models to reflection symmetries in combination with their provenance from lower-dimensional conventional
topological phases.
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Introduction. Topological phases of matter have been a
central research topic in condensed matter physics over the
past decade. Famous examples are Chern insulators [1–4]
and Z2 insulators [5–9], which are lattice realizations of the
integer [10] and spin quantum Hall effect, respectively, as
well as three-dimensional (3D) Weyl semimetals [11–17]. The
main characteristic of these phases is the presence of robust,
topological boundary states, which appear in the form of
chiral edge states, helical edge states, and chiral Fermi arcs
for the above-mentioned models, respectively. Very recently,
higher-order topological phases with concomitant robust cor-
ner and hinge states have been proposed [18] and triggered an
avalanche of followup works [19–29].

In this Rapid Communication, we devise an approach
to engineering lattice models that possess corner and hinge
states whose wave functions can be readily obtained exactly.
The exact solutions, which generalize the work on conven-
tional topological edge and surface states in Refs. [30,31],
can be obtained independently of tight-binding parameters
while crucially depending on the underlying lattice structure,
making them remarkably robust and allowing a deeper mi-
croscopic understanding of these intriguing states of matter.
After providing a generic recipe for devising D-dimensional
models with solvable d-dimensional boundary states, we apply
this to two-dimensional (2D) breathing kagome and three-
dimensional breathing pyrochlore models possessing topologi-
cally protected zero-dimensional corner states [24]. Moreover,
we introduce several three-dimensional models that support
one-dimensional (1D) hinge states that are chiral, tunable,
and readily deduced from local destructive interference arising
from the underlying lattice geometry.

Setup. We consider tight-binding models described by local
hopping Hamiltonians, H = ∑

i,j tij c
†
i cj , on D-dimensional

lattices with open boundary conditions in D − d dimensions,
as illustrated in Fig. 1 for D = 1 [Fig. 1(a)] and (D = 2)-

dimensional [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)] example lattices whose (d =
0)-dimensional boundaries, i.e., their end and corner states,
respectively, are solvable. The lattices are composed of three
different sublattices labeled A (red), B (green), and B ′ (blue),
and we allow generic hopping terms as long as the A lattices
are only connected via direct hopping to adjacent B and B ′
lattices. The lattice terminates with A lattices at each of its
corners, which is crucial for the solvability of the boundary
states.

If we now consider a linear combination of eigenstates,
c
†
Ai,m,m′ |0〉, of each A lattice with each the same energy Ei , this

can also be an eigenstate (with energy Ei) of the full system
if—and only if—the local eigenstates interfere destructively,
resulting in a zero amplitude at each of the B and B ′ lattices.
Solutions of this form are given by

|�i〉 = Ni

M∑
m=1

M ′∑
m′=1

rm
i r ′m′

i c
†
Ai,m,m′ |0〉 , (1)

where Ni is a normalization factor, c
†
Ai,m,m′ creates a local

A-lattice eigenstate i, and ri,r
′
i are complex numbers whose

explicit form is determined to ensure destructive interference
such that amplitudes on the B and B ′ lattices vanish.

A particularly simple and important special case is the Su-
Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) chain [32] featuring a single orbital in
both A and B and with nearest-neighbor hopping amplitudes t1
[black lines in Fig. 1(a)] and t2 (gray): An exact end state is then
given by Eq. (1) with M ′ = 1 and r = −t1/t2 implying that the
state is exponentially localized to the left (m = 1) end for |t1| <

|t2| and to the right (m = M) end when |t1| > |t2|. Notably,
the gap in the bulk Hamiltonian, Hk = [t1 + t2 cos(k)]σx +
t2 sin(k)σy , closes at k = π mod 2π (k = 0 mod 2π ) when
t1 = +(−)t2, i.e., |r| = 1, such that the delocalization of the
end mode is accompanied by a topological phase transition.
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FIG. 1. Examples of lattice structures with solvable corner states.
The A, B, and B ′ lattices are colored red, green, and blue, respectively,
while the black and gray lines indicate inequivalent hoppings between
the A and B or A and B ′ lattices.

In fact, in the case of just a single orbital in B and B ′,
consistent solutions for r and r ′ always exist. In the more
general case, solutions rely on discrete symmetries, as in, e.g.,
Fig. 1(c), where a mirror symmetry is sufficient to guarantee
their existence. This thus allows us to find a set of eigenstates
of a system of arbitrary size at the price of only diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian of an extremely small subsystem, i.e., that
of the single A unit cell. Moreover, it is clear that Eq. (1)
generically describes corner states, which are exponentially
localized to either of the four corners depending on the absolute
values of ri and r ′

i , while they are delocalized only for fine-
tuned parameter values with diverging localization lengths,
ξi = 1/ log |ri | and/or ξ ′

i = 1/ log |r ′
i |.

The generalization to any D and d is simple and direct; d is
increased by introducing further internal periodic variables,
k = (k1, . . . ,kd ), i.e., via dimensional extension, while the
codimension D − d is set by the number of intermediate
B,B ′,B ′′, . . . ,B(D−d−1) lattices in the full lattice and as such
can be engineered to assume any integer value leading to
generic eigenstate solutions of the form

|�i(k)〉 = Ni(k)
∑
{m(s)}

[
D−d−1∏

s=0

[
r

(s)
i (k)

]m(s)

]
c
†
Ai,k,{m(s)} |0〉 ,

(2)

where the expressions r
(s)
i (k) now acquire an explicit mo-

mentum dependence k, opening the possibility of boundary
switching the state |�i(k)〉 as a function of k. The sum over the
set {m(s)} = {m,m′, . . . ,m(D−d−1)} runs over the entire lattice.

Breathing kagome corner states. Having provided the
generic strategy, we now proceed to show that the above
formalism provides exact zero-energy solutions corresponding
to corner states in the breathing kagome lattice. This can
be seen as a natural generalization of the SSH model to
two dimensions and as such it inherits, mutatis mutandis,
its key properties. The pertinent Hamiltonian includes real
nearest-neighbor hopping terms only, as shown in yellow,
blue, and black in Fig. 2(a), and reduces to the model
studied in Refs. [24,25] for t2 = t3. The nonzero terms in
the Bloch Hamiltonian read HAB = −t1 − t2 eikx , HAB ′ =
−t1 − t3 ei(kx/2+√

3ky/2), HBB ′ = −t1 − t2 e−i(kx/2−√
3ky/2), sup-

plemented by their Hermitian conjugates. Whereas corner
states were found numerically in Refs. [24,25], we find that
their exact form on the rhombus, bearded triangle, and bearded

FIG. 2. Breathing kagome lattice in the shape of (a) a rhombus,
(b) a triangle with a bearded edge, (c) a hexagon with two bearded
edges, and (d) a triangle with smooth edges. The A, B, and B ′ lattices
are shown in red, green, and blue, respectively. In (a) the hopping
parameters are explicitly shown on one up-triangle and one down-
triangle. The orange, blue, and black bonds have hopping parameters
t1, t2, and t3, respectively. Equation (3) is an exact eigenstate for (a),
(b), and (c) while it also provides key insight into (d) albeit not an
exact finite-size eigenstate for the smooth triangle.

hexagon geometries shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) is

|�corner〉 = N
∑
m,m′

(
− t1

t2

)m(
− t1

t3

)m′

c
†
A,m,m′ |0〉 , (3)

where r = −t1/t2, r ′ = −t1/t3 in Eq. (1) solves the
Schrödinger equation for the system with open boundaries by
virtue of destructive interference such that the amplitudes on
the B and B ′ lattices vanish. While this is not an exact solution
for the triangle geometry in Fig. 2(d), Eq. (3) provides crucial
insight also into this case by noting that each corner maps
locally onto the lower left corner in Fig. 2(a): In the regime
|r|,|r ′| < 1 there are three near-zero-energy states which are,
in the large system limit, captured by Eq. (3) and two duplicates
thereof rotated to the other two corners. Whenever |r| > 1 or
|r ′| > 1, there are, however, no corner states in this geometry,
consistent with the absence of a state localized to the lower left
corner in Fig. 2(a), and signaling a “trivial” phase.

Figure 3 shows the energy spectrum for the rhombus [Fig.
3(a)], bearded triangle [Fig. 3(b)], and bearded hexagon [Fig.
3(c)] geometries, all with r = r ′, and the phase diagram in
Fig. 3(d). The zero-energy states correspond to the exact
solution in Eq. (3), and it localizes to the corners {m,m′} =
{1,1} and {m,m′} = {M,M ′} in the red and green regions,
respectively, where the accessibility of the four different
localization sectors �mm′ depends on the values of r and r ′
and is shown in the phase diagram.

To understand the phase diagram it is key to realize that edge
and bulk bands necessarily attach to the zero-energy mode in
the large system limit whenever |r| = 1 and/or |r ′| = 1 [30].
This is a necessary condition enabling the state to “switch”
corners, which is indeed observed in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) and
shown in the phase diagram in Fig. 3(d). We note, moreover,
that the bulk/edge attachment at zero energy can extend
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FIG. 3. Energy spectra for the breathing kagome lattice in the
shape of (a) a rhombus, (b) a bearded triangle, and (c) a bearded
hexagon with r = r ′ and (a), (b) max(M) = max(M ′) = 6, and
(c) min(M) = min(M ′) = 3, max(M) = 6, and max(M ′) = 7. The
bands in the purple shaded area originate from the bulk of the system,
whereas the other blue bands originate from the edges. All edges of the
rhombus in Fig. 2(a) have a structure corresponding to Fig. 1(a) such
that we know their edge spectrum, and the bands originating from
these edges are shown explicitly in cyan in (a). Notably, the bands
originating from the bulk and the edges overlap. The exact corner
solutions are at zero energy and are colored in accordance with the
phase diagram in (d), where �mm′ indicate the localization of the state
to the corresponding corner/bearded edge.

beyond |r| = 1 and/or |r ′| = 1: While the zero-energy mode
is isolated in the bulk gap in parts of the sectors �11 and
�MM ′ , the sectors �1M ′ and �M1 are entirely characterized by
the attachment of noncorner states to zero energy, i.e., they
correspond to gapless phases.

Breathing pyrochlore corner states. We now add a third
intermediate lattice, B ′′, to construct the three-dimensional
breathing pyrochlore lattice [24] shown in Fig. 4(a). We again
assume a real nearest-neighbor hopping model where the
up-tetrahedra have hopping strengths t1 whereas the down-
tetrahedra have bonds with hopping strengths t2, t3, and t4
as shown in Fig. 4(a). The wave-function solution for the
corner state is given in Eq. (2) and localizes to either of
the eight corners depending on the values of r = −t1/t2,
r ′ = −t1/t3, and r ′′ = −t1/t4. Energy spectra are shown in
Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), where the zero-energy mode localizes
to the localization sector �1,1,1 and �M,M ′,M ′′ in the red and
green region, respectively; isolated zero-energy modes are only
found in these two localization sectors, which are again rooted
in the properties of the underlying SSH physics.

Chiral hinge states. Finally, we apply our method to
higher-order topological insulators with robust and exactly
solvable hinge states and consider explicitly mirror-symmetric
3D insulators. These states of matter are characterized by a
mirror Chern number. For simplicity, let us consider a 3D

FIG. 4. (a) Breathing pyrochlore lattice with the lattices A, B, B ′,
and B ′′ shown in red, green, blue, and lilac, respectively. The orange,
blue, black, and pink bonds have hopping parameters t1, t2, t3, and t4,
respectively. (b), (c) The band spectrum for M = M ′ = M ′′ = 4 and
(b) r = r ′ = r ′′ and (c) r = 2r ′ = r ′′/2. In (b), the purple and cyan
shaded areas correspond to bulk bands originating from the surfaces
and hinges of the breathing pyrochlore lattice whereas the rest of the
bulk bands originate from the bulk.

system that is mirror symmetric in the y direction. In this case,
the mirror Chern number, Cm(ky) with ky = 0,π , is defined
as Cm(ky) = C+(ky )−C−(ky )

2 , where C+(−) denotes the Chern
number of the even (odd) sector, respectively [33–36]. For
ky = 0,π , the even (odd) sector is composed of the occupied
Bloch waves |�(kx,ky,kz)〉 that have an eigenvalue +1(−1)
under reflection in the y direction. If and only if Cm(0) +
Cm(π ) = 1 mod 2, does the system exhibit an odd number
of chiral edge states (Dirac cones) on each hinge (surface),
that is symmetric under y → −y [19,23]. To construct such
a model, we take 2D Chern insulators, which are periodic in
z and have edges in the x direction, and stack them in the
y direction in a mirror-symmetric way in accordance with
the schematic lattice structure in Fig. 1(c). In addition, we
require that the planes have alternating Chern numbers ±1
such that the edge modes between two neighboring Chern
insulators hybridize on the surface while the edge modes of
the layer m′ = (M ′ + 1)/2 survive. Even though the ordinary
Chern numbers C(0) and C(π ) are identically zero, we find that
Cm(0) + Cm(π ) = 1 mod 2. We thus expect the presence of
chiral hinge states on the layer m′ = (M ′ + 1)/2. First, we
consider the case in which each 2D Chern insulator cor-
responds to a honeycomb lattice, as shown schematically
in Fig. 5(a) with the nearest-neighbor hopping parameter t

and complex next-nearest-neighbor hopping ±i� in the z

direction, where the sign is positive (negative) if the hopping is
(anti)clockwise [2]. To ensure that the stacks have alternating
Chern numbers, we simply alternate the sign of �. Finally, we
couple the stacks through nearest-neighbor hopping s in the y

direction. The dispersion relation as a function of kz is shown
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FIG. 5. (a) Stacked honeycomb lattices and (b) stacked Rice-
Mele chains with the lattices A, B, and B ′ in red, green, and
blue, respectively, with the corresponding band spectra in (c) with
t = 3.5, � = −0.5, and s = 0.5, and (d) with t = 1, s = 0.5, �(t̄) =
± sin(2πt̄/T ), and δ(t̄) = cos(2πt̄/T ). In (b), the size of the spheres
and the bond lengths correspond to the on-site energy and the hopping
strengths which vary as a function of t̄ . The red bands in (c) and (d)
correspond to the chiral hinge states, whereas the closely packed and
the wider packed blue bands around the hinge states originate from
the surfaces and bulk, respectively.

in Fig. 5(c), and one can distinguish three regimes in the band
structure: the bulk bands, the surface bands, and the state living
on the hinges (shown in red). The hinge-state dispersion and
wave function can be obtained exactly. Indeed, the exact edge-
state wave function for an isolated Chern insulator labeled by
m′ in Fig. 1(c) with M sublattices A in the x direction reads

|�(kz)〉m′ =
∑
m

( −1

1 + eikz

)m

c
†
A,m,m′ (kz) |0〉 , (4)

with the associated eigenvalue E(kz) = 2� sin(kz) originating
from the Hamiltonian on the A sublattices. Since each B ′ stack
is sandwiched between two AB stacks, we can let the two exact
edge-state wave functions of the AB stacks [Eq. (4)] interfere
destructively on B ′ by alternating the sign of the wave function
such that the wave function of the hinge state is given by

|�hinge(kz)〉 = N
∑
m′

(−1)m
′ |�(kz)〉m′ . (5)

This state decays exponentially in the x direction dictated by
r(kz) = −1

1+eikz
, whereas in the y direction we find |r ′| = 1 for

all m′. Hence, for the geometry shown in Fig. 1(c), we find that
this state localizes on the hinges {m,m′} = {1,(M ′ + 1)/2} or
{M,(M ′ + 1)/2} when |r(kz)| < 1 or |r(kz)| > 1, respectively.

We find |r(kz)| = 1 at kz = ±2π/3, indicating that the hinge
state switches localization sectors. Indeed, it can be seen in
Fig. 5(c) that for kz = +2π/3 the hinge state attaches to the
valence bands, whereas for kz = −2π/3 it attaches to the
conduction band, such that the state that we have found indeed
corresponds to the chiral hinge state.

The model that we introduced above may be difficult to
implement experimentally. As an alternative we also consider
a truly 2D stack of 1D chains, and simulate the third dimension
by adiabatic periodic driving, i.e., time now plays the role of
momentum in the z direction. The design strongly resembles
the stacking of the Chern insulators and is shown schematically
in Fig. 5(b), and exact hinge states thereof are readily obtained.
In this case we stack 1D charge pumps [1,37] with alternating
Chern numbers. Each 1D chain corresponds to a two-band
Rice-Mele model [38], where the electrons experience a
staggered sublattice potential ±�(t̄), and the hopping strength
alternates between t ± δ(t̄). Here, we consider the case with
�(t̄) = −(+) sin(2πt̄/T ) and δ(t̄) = cos(2πt̄/T ) for the AB

(B ′) chains, with T the period of the driving. We hybridize the
AB and B ′ chains by including nearest-neighbor hoppings s in
the y direction, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(c). Snapshots
of the Hamiltonian are schematically depicted in Fig. 5(b) and
the evolution of the band spectrum as a function of t̄ is shown
in Fig. 5(d). Note that t̄ changes adiabatically slow such that
the band spectrum is obtained instantaneously. Again, we find
that there are precisely two states crossing the band gap with
r(t̄) = −[t + δ(t̄)]/[t − δ(t̄)] and r ′ = −1. The existence of
these states is due to the pumping of one electron from the left
to the right corner. The spectral flow is stable as long as the
mirror symmetry is preserved, where one does not require a
mirror-symmetric corner, and only the two edges that intersect
at the corner must be related by this mirror symmetry.

Conclusion. In this Rapid Communication, we have pro-
vided a simple and generic recipe for engineering D-
dimensional models with exactly solvable eigenstates that
exponentially localize to d-dimensional boundary motifs, i.e.,
to surfaces, edges, hinges, corners, etc. Remarkably, these
exact solutions are valid for generic tight-binding parameters,
providing microscopic insight and an intuition for the phase di-
agram of these models. We have also shown that this facilitates
the understanding of the subtle interplay between symmetries
and topology in the context of the recently discovered higher-
order topological states of matter, and we hope that the striking
simplicity of our construction will be helpful in designing
experimental realizations thereof.
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